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PROGRAM 

 

Robert Schumann: Arabesque in C Major, op. 18  

 

Robert Schumann: Fantasy in C Major, op. 17 

            I. Durchaus fantastisch und leidenschaftlich vorzutragen; Im Legenden-Ton 

            II. Mäßig. Durchaus energisch 

            III. Langsam getragen. Durchweg leise zu halten. 

 

INTERMISSION 

 

Fryderyk Chopin: Four Ballades 

            No. 1 in G Minor, op. 23 

            No. 2 in F Major, op. 38 

            No. 3 in B flat Major, op. 47 

            No. 4 in F Minor, op. 52 

 

Robert Schumann   
Born in Zwickau, Saxony, June 8, 1810; died in Endenich, nr. Bonn, Germany, July 29, 1856 

Arabesque in C Major, op. 18 (1839) 

For over a decade at the beginning of his career, Schumann composed exclusively for the piano. The song cycles, 

and chamber and orchestral music all lay in the future. For now, his intense creativity was channelled entirely into 

music for his own instrument. His plans for a career as a virtuoso pianist were dashed by the age of 22 when he 

sustained permanent injury to two fingers on his right hand. Since he ruled teaching out of the question, he turned to 

publishing and music journalism as a means of supporting himself. It proved to be a slow start. As late as 1848, his 

publisher Härtel turned down the 48 short pieces of Schumann’s Album für die Jugend, saying: “The market for your 

compositions is, by and large, rather limited – more limited than you could believe … We have lost a significant sum 

through the publication of your works. And there is at this point little prospect of recovering it.“ (Ironically, the Album 

for the Young went on to be one of Schumann’s most successful publications). 

Earlier, in April 1839, the young virtuoso pianist Clara Wieck, to whom Schumann was now engaged, wrote 

to him from Paris and begged: “Listen, Robert, will you not for once compose something brilliant and easy to 

understand, something without titles that still hangs together as a whole, not too long and not too short? I want so 

much to have something of yours to play in concerts, something written for an audience.”  What was missing from 

Schumann’s output ten years into his career were sets of variations, fantasias, rondos, or capriccios based on 

popular opera tunes of the day. These were the backbone of a concert pianist’s repertoire. Schumann’s speciality, 

however, lay in his collections of short, often enigmatic and fanciful character pieces where his romantic imagination 

could be given free rein. 

Schumann’s mind was already moving in the direction that Clara wished him to turn. By the time he received 

her letter from Paris, he had already drafted three works that would fit comfortably in concert programs. His 



Arabesque was among them. It is a graceful rondo, short, practical, and imaginative. Technically, it is not too 

challenging and therefore likely to find a market among the burgeoning middle-class families whose homes were 

often graced by a piano. The piece is an early example of what was soon to become known as hausmusik – that is 

music geared towards performance in the home, as opposed to the somewhat more sophisticated music designed for 

the salon. Schumann’s Arabesque lives comfortably in both performance spaces. The whimsical grace notes of its 

recurring main theme perfectly mirror the visual decoration suggested by the title. Schumann raises the music into 

the realms of the poetic with the gentle rhapsodic passage after the first minor-key episode and, again, in the 

evocative coda which is built on the same material. 

Fantasy in C Major, op. 17 (1836-8) 

Three years earlier, in 1836, when the 26-year-old Robert Schumann completed the first version of the Fantasy, he 

and the 17-year-old pianist Clara Wieck were already very much in love. They were forbidden to communicate by 

Clara’s overbearing father. Schumann delighted in crafting musical themes out of letter names and in making literary 

and musical allusions in his scores. The Fantasy, op. 17 is full of hidden messages. Its powerful opening phrase is a 

version of a descending five-note theme that recurs throughout his music and is now often referred to as the ‘Clara 

theme.’ Their musical communication reaches its most tender moment later in the first movement. After many echoes 

of Beethoven’s song cycle An die ferne Geliebte (To the Distant Beloved), the mask is dropped at the end of the 

movement to reveal a direct musical quotation from Beethoven. The words of the song at this point refer, pointedly, to 

love. The quotation recurs at the end of the Fantasy. Throughout, love propels the music, enabling Schumann to 

overcome many of the structural problems he encountered in other large-scale works. The second movement is a 

vigorous march, while the slow movement, coming last, works as a profound, striving yet almost timeless summation 

of what Schumann was yearning to express. Various themes are refracted in different lights and colours, constantly 

shifting, almost frozen in time. “Certainly, many pictures come to my mind when I play your Fantasia,” Clara wrote to 

Robert, “and they will agree absolutely with yours.” Viewed in this light, the Fantasy, op. 17 is a bold, adventurous, 

and highly successful synthesis of the formally constructed sonata, on the one hand, and the freely spontaneous 

fantasy on the other.   

 

Fryderyk Chopin  
Born in Żelazowa Wola, nr. Warsaw, Poland, March 1, 1810; died in Paris, France, Oct 17, 1849  

Four Ballades 

Chopin’s four Ballades are independent creations, not dependent on one another for their impact. The first was 

started after he left Poland, in Paris, the city he was to make his home. The last was completed in 1842, when 

Chopin was in declining health, his love affair with the cross-dressing, cigar-smoking novelist Georges Sand past its 

first passion. The origins of the title are to be found in narrative poetry and folk songs, where the reader would find a 

descriptive, often dramatic story. By the early 19th century, the term had come to be used for the narrative songs of 

German composers, with Schubert’s Erl-King marking the very peak of the form. Then, in 1831, Chopin began to use 

the title Ballade for single-movement, extended piano compositions with an implied storyline. The structure of his 

Ballades is at one level free – a kind of individual take on the sonata form principle, working towards an apotheosis of 

the main themes. But, at another level, the music is disciplined by the utmost rigour and control. 

After a dramatic opening statement, the First Ballade, in G minor, op. 23 alternates two richly lyrical themes 

separated by more fiery material. It concludes with one of Chopin’s most ferocious, knuckle-crunching codas. 

Schumann told Chopin that he liked this Ballade better than any other work Chopin had so far composed. After 

thinking a long time, Chopin replied with great feeling, “I’m glad of that because it is the one I prefer, too.” After 

several revisions, the Second Ballade, in F major, op. 38 was dedicated to Schumann. Its pages contrast feelings of 

tenderness with a more agitated, stormy mood. The principle of reconciling opposites is at its most clear in the 



Ballade No. 3, in A flat major, op. 47. Here, two contrasting themes are fused into a third theme. Essays have been 

written on the way Chopin transforms the themes of this Ballade, a true example of art concealing art. Yet it is a mark 

of the strength of Chopin’s creative powers in 1840-41 that the Third Ballade flows with natural momentum and may 

strike us as the most romantic of the set. The Ballade No. 4, in F minor, op. 52 is a masterpiece. It combines an 

apparent effortless and inevitable forward momentum with the most sophisticated architectural structure. Its main 

theme undergoes much variation and transformation before a powerful and shattering climax and a dramatic, bravura 

coda bring the work to a virtuoso conclusion.    - Program notes © 2018 Keith Horner 

 

Charles Richard-Hamelin 
Piano        
Silver medalist and laureate of the Krystian Zimerman Award of the best sonata at the International Chopin Piano 

Competition in 2015, Charles Richard-Hamelin is standing out as one of the most important pianists of his 

generation. He also won the second prize at the Montreal International Musical Competition and the third prize and 

special award for the best performance of a Beethoven sonata at the Seoul International Music Competition in South 

Korea. He was recently awarded the Order of Arts and Letters of Quebec and the prestigious Career Development 

Award offered by the Women’s Musical Club of Toronto. Mr. Richard-Hamelin is a graduate of McGill University, the 

Yale School of Music, and the Conservatoire de Musique de Montréal. 

He has appeared in various prestigious festivals, including La Roque d’Anthéron in France, the Prague 

Spring Festival, the Chopin and his Europe festival in Warsaw, and the Lanaudière Festival in Quebec. As a soloist, 

he has performed with various ensembles such as the Montreal Symphony Orchestra (OSM), Toronto Symphony 

Orchestra, Singapour Symphony Orchestra, Hiroshima Symphony Orchestra, Warsaw Philharmonic, Quebec 

Symphony Orchestra, OFUNAM (Mexico City), Orchestre Métropolitain, National Arts Center Orchestra, Edmonton 

Symphony Orchestra, Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra, Les Violons du Roy, I Musici de Montréal, Sinfonia Varsovia, 

and the Poznań Philharmonic. He has played under the baton of renowned conductors Kent Nagano, Vasily 

Petrenko, Jacek Kaspszyk, Antoni Wit, Aziz Shokhakimov, Peter Oundjian, Jacques Lacombe, Fabien Gabel, Carlo 

Rizzi, Alexander Prior, Christoph Campestrini, Lan Shui, and Jean-Marie Zeitouni. 

Mr. Richard-Hamelin’s first solo recording, which features late works by Chopin, was released in September 

2015 on the Analekta label and received widespread acclaim from critics throughout the world (Diapason, BBC 

Music, Le Devoir) as well as a Felix Award (ADISQ). A second album, recorded live at the Palais Montcalm in 

Quebec City with music by Beethoven, Enescu, and Chopin, was released in the fall of 2016 and also had a very 

positive welcome from Gramophone, La Presse, and The WholeNote. 

Charles Richard-Hamelin’s 2018 is marked by four tours in Asia (Japan, Korea, and China), the recording of 

the first volume of Beethoven’s complete sonatas for piano and violin with the OSM concertmaster Andrew Wan, the 

recording of Chopin’s two concertos with the OSM conducted by Kent Nagano, a solo recording of Chopin’s works, 

and over 80 concerts in Canada, Asia, Europe, and the United States. 

 

Charles Richard-Hamelin made his Mazzoleni Concert Hall debut on January 15, 2016, and his Koerner Hall debut 

on November 10, 2016. 

 


